
Hi Guys and Dolls,


Here’s some information regarding the Customshop Pedalboards and rigs.


Almost everything is possible!

Each musician has his own effects amp and guitars.

Therefore, the price of a pedalboard or custom-built system will depend upon your wishes.


To give you an idea:


We start of with a basic price of € 75,00 for each pedal that will go on the board or rig, excl. taxes.  

This is for the ‘open’ boards and rigs. 

There are a lot prefab players like for instance Pedaltrain®.

Maybe you prefer to use your old Pedaltrain® :-)

Easy price tag: Let’s say 7 pedals is 7 x € 75,00 = € 525,00 ex taxes

The Powersupply System(s) has to be delivered by the customer or ordered by PL

All wiring - building and testing is price included.


The custom boards with all wiring hidden start from €135,00 ex taxes for each effect.


Multiple options are possible for open and closed Boards like:


1. Wireless switch to cable.

2. Insert points (with extra loops for the studio musicians).

3. 4 cable method.

4. External Power outlets.

5. Multi snakes.

6. Double layer pedals.

7. Wiring layouts.

8. Complete programming if needed with all midi options.

9. Sound consultancy.


All extra options are not included in the standard price of the boards.

To get an estimated price tag for your rig, send me a detailed e-mail with all specifics and your 
wishes.


All wishes and questions in a  e-mail would be like:


1. Amps …..

2. Guitars …….

3. Left or right footed / handed. (Placement of the wah and volume whammy and other)

4. Small stages, big stages or both :-)……..

5. Other that 230 v ( mainly Europe )……..

6. Cases or bag(s)…..

7. Extension Board(s)!!!….

8. Active/Passive Guitars (or both).…..

9. Airplane proof… (23 KG max)

10. All other stuff you can think of……..

11. Maybe  you are a singer, too? …..

13. Ipad or Mic stands… in the Board….

14. And maybe some other things you like to mention. 

15. Pictures of your current setup(s)


Everything is custom-built By hand @ the Customshop in the Netherlands.

Email : pedals.racks@gmail.com

Phone (mobile) +31 (0)6 21540203
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